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More Everyday Joys
Introducing the Celebrate 
family of products

Learner Outcomes
• Learners will be able to:

• Describe all the physical characteristics and features of 
the Celebrate miniRITE hearing instrument

• Explain how Frequency Transfer by Sonic can copy and 
compress high frequency input

• Describe how the SoundLink app can be used on a 
patient’s iPhone or Android to control Celebrate hearing 
instruments

There’s always a 
reason to celebrate
Suddenly everyday situations 
are more meaningful. More 
memorable. More joyful all 
around. That’s how patients 
experience life with Celebrate 
from Sonic.
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Features
Packed with sophisticated 
features, Celebrate creates 
more everyday reasons to 
cheer

• Speech Variable 
Processing (SVP) 
Accurately measures 
the incoming signal and 
applies gain appropriately, 
especially for very soft 
speech sounds

• Benefit
Makes sound clear and 
natural in a variety of 
listening situations

Celebrate Everyday Conversations
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Speech Variable Processing
• Speech

• Is complex and dynamic
• Fast

• Amplification must be applied quickly to be correct 
(Very fast attack | fast release)

• Preserve
• Frequency contrast to maintain clarity

A Word About Speech
• Speech constantly varies

• Individual sounds are long or short
• Amplitude changes quickly and dramatically

• A healthy cochlea processes speech naturally
• Processing systems require sophisticated 

technology to replicate speech accurately

Speech Is Complex and Dynamic
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The Healthy Cochlea… Speed
• QUICKLY measures the input levels of 

incoming sounds
• QUICKLY controls amplification of sound

• Amplifies when necessary (soft sounds)
• Compresses when necessary (loud sounds)

• This speed is key to maintaining natural 
sound quality

Speed is Key to Accuracy

• Preserves the natural 
level differences across 
frequencies for each 
phoneme

• This difference across 
frequencies is called 
Frequency Contrast

• Critical for speech clarity
• Must be able to maintain 

frequency differences between 
similar phonemes to be able to 
tell those phonemes apart

The Healthy Cochlea…Contrast
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Frequency Contrast is Key to Clarity

• Frequency Transfer 
Copies and compresses 
high frequency input 
and transfers it to a lower 
frequency region that has 
better residual hearing

• Benefit 
Improves access and 
therefore audibility of 
speech cues and keeps 
the full bandwidth intact 
for a seamless, natural 
sound

Don’t Fret Over Frequency

Frequency Transfer
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• Speech Priority Noise 
Reduction (SPNR)
• Monitors the input and 

determines the modulation 
“fingerprint” of the signal

• Highly modulated signals are 
preserved where steady-state 
noise is attenuated

• Benefit
• Provides comfort and preserves 

intelligibility of speech signals

• Only in Celebrate
• “Very High” setting to provide 

maximum attenuation of noise 
while preserving speech

No Complaints About the Noise

• Impulse Noise Reduction 
Monitors for impulsive sounds
• Sudden change in intensity
• Short, quick
• Loud

• These sounds are reduced using 
fast-acting output compression

• Benefit
Improved listening comfort

Noise Management

• Soft Noise Reduction 
Uses expansion to 
manage the gain for 
low-level sounds while 
maintaining the gain 
for speech

• Benefit
Reduces distracting, 
low-level noise in the 
environment

Noise Management
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• Wind Noise Reduction 
Monitors for uncorrelated 
noise (wind) between the 
directional microphones

• Benefit
Relief from loud, 
distracting wind noise

Noise Management

• Adaptive Feedback 
Canceller 
Uses phase cancellation 
and a feedback monitor to 
remove feedback signals 
before they are noticeable

• Benefit
Squeal-free easy listening

Noise Management

• Reverb Reduction* 
Minimizes the amount 
of reverberation that is 
amplified by attenuating 
the part of the signal that 
is reverberant 

• Benefit
Listening comfort in 
demanding listening 
environments

All Set for Everyday Spaces

*Celebrate100 Exclusive
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Reverb Reduction

Revel in Everyday Environments
• Binaural Environment Classification*

• Provides a hands-free unified listening experience by automatically 
identifying the optimal environment
• Speech in Noise, Speech in Quiet, Noise, Quiet or Wind

• Universal Environment
• Puts Environment Classification to work by monitoring for specific 

characteristics to maximize speech intelligibility
*Wireless Models

• Binaural Synchronization 
Ensures changes made using 
local controls are made 
simultaneously to both ears 
• Program changes
• Volume control changes

• Non-Telephone Ear Control 
Automatically recognizes the 
non-telephone ear and reduces 
gain or mutes that side
• Reduces environmental noise 

distractions
• Increases the perception of volume 

from the telephone

Celebrate the Balance of Binaural
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• Speech Priority Volume 
Control* (SPVC)
Prioritizes volume 
adjustments for speech

• Benefit 
Greater focus on speech 
for comfort and balance 
between the ears

Celebrate Speech

*Celebrate100 Exclusive

Speech Priority Volume Control

• Airplane Environment*
• Designed for in-flight 

challenges of on-going noise
• Engines
• Overhead fans
• General cabin noise

• Features highest level of 
noise reduction, optimized 
directionality and high 
input level compression

• Speech sounds remain 
intact for essential 
conversations in-flight

Up, Up and Away

*Celebrate100 Exclusive
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How Noisy is That Plane?

• Custom Environment*
• Customize a program in 

Celebrate for any unique 
environment

• Configure all features and 
settings 

Full Customization 

*Celebrate100 Exclusive

• Make today’s modern 
living fun and hassle-free

Celebrate Everyday Connectivity
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• The hub of connectivity accessories
• Connects to virtually any Bluetooth®

enabled products
• Excellent battery life
• Program and volume control changes
• Works with SoundLink App

SoundGate 3

• For iPhone® and Android™ 
Smartphones

• Features
• View Bluetooth® sources in range
• View SoundGate 3 battery status
• Change volume and program
• Change listening source 

SoundLink App

SoundLink App for iPhone runs on iPhone6 Plus, iPhone 6, iPhone 
5s, iPhone 5c, iPhone 4s, and iPhone 4 and requires Sonic 
wireless hearing aids and SoundGate 3 with firmware 3.1 or later. 
SoundLink App for Android smartphones requires Sonic wireless 
hearing aids and SoundGate 3 with firmware 3.1 or later

• SoundGate Mic
• Personal and private 

connection with SoundGate 3
• Clipped onto a conversational 

partner or placed in the middle 
of meeting room table

• Lightweight and discreet

SoundGate Mic
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RC-N
• Remote Control

• Increase/decrease volume
• Program change
• Larger, more visible buttons
• Smaller and lightweight

• Basic functionality for 
patients not interested in 
Bluetooth® connectivity

• FittingLINK
• Minimize HCP effort and 

increase patient comfort 
during fitting sessions

• Real Ear Fit 
• EXPRESSfit incorporates real 

ear verification into the fitting 
system 

• Achieve accurate fittings and 
improve patient satisfaction from 
the start

Hassle-free Fittings

So many styles. 
So very inviting.
Celebrate caters to a 
variety of hearing needs 
with multiple behind-the-
ear and custom models
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• Sleek, attractive design
• 312 battery
• miniFit design

• 3 receiver options
• Many domes options
• Custom molds available

• 6 color options

The Crowd Favorite…the miniRITE

miniRITE Acoustic Performance
2cc Coupler 60 Speaker 85 Speaker 100 Speaker
OSPL 90, peak 109 dB SPL 116 dB SPL 123 dB SPL
Full-On Gain, peak 48 dB 55 dB 65 dB
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• Available in earhook 
• miniFIT fitting for thin tubes

• .9 mm or 1.3 mm option
• Uses same domes as miniRITE
• 4 lengths (0, 1, 2, 3)
• Domes

• Open, Bass Double Vent, 
Bass Single Vent, Power

Sonic’s Rockstar…miniBTE

2cc Coupler miniBTE
OSPL 90, peak 125 dB SPL
Full-On Gain, peak 58 dB

miniBTE Acoustic Performance

• miniFIT system for thin 
tube fittings

• Sleek design with 
13 battery

• Power patients require
• Excellent tactile controls 

Fantastic Performer…Power BTE
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Power BTE Acoustic Performance

***Special care should be taken when fitting and using a  hearing instrument with maximum sound 
pressure capability in excess of 132 dB SPL (IEC 60318-4) since there may be a risk of impairing the 
remaining hearing of the hearing instrument user.

• Continued excellence 
in custom arena

• Fully customized to 
your needs

• Microphone and receiver 
protection

• 4 new models in lineup

Celebrate Customs

2cc Coupler IIC CIC|CICW CICPW ITC|ITCD|ITCW ITCPDW ITED ITEPDW
OSPL 90, peak (dBSPL) 109 109 117 118 127 120 127

Full-On Gain, peak (dB) 35 42 48 50 63 51 63

Custom Acoustic Performance

denotes new model       indicates increase in power over previous models
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• New! in 2016
• All BTE, RITE and custom 

products have push button 
volume control option
• miniRITE
• miniBTE
• PBTE
• All customs with push button 

capability

• Current Products will 
receive push button 
volume control capability 
via a firmware update in 
EXPRESSfit 2016

Push Button Volume Control

Take Home 
Message
Celebrate is packed full 
of features that delight 
patients every day

Celebrate100 Celebrate80

Sound Quality
Signal Processing Speech Variable
Frequency Bandwidth 10 kHz
Frequency Transfer 4 Options
Noise Management
Adaptive FB Canceller  
Wind NR  
Soft NR  
Speech Priority NR 5 Options 4 Options
Impulse NR 
Reverb Reduction 

Celebrate100 Celebrate80

Directionality
Omni  
Fixed  
Adaptive  
Hybrid Adaptive  
Binaural Coordination
Program & VC Change  
Environment Classification  
Non-Telephone Ear Control
(with Auto Telephone)  
Speech Priority VC 

Feature Overview

 Standard      Optional
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Celebrate100 Celebrate80

Programming Options
Universal Program  
Manual Listening Programs 4 4
Environments 16 14
Airplane Environment 
Custom Environment 
Data Logging  
Data Learning  
Wireless Programming  

Celebrate100 Celebrate80

Patient Conveniences
Push Button Mute  
Audible Indicators  
Start-Up Delay  
Auto Telephone Detection  

Feature Overview

 Standard      Optional

Apple, the Apple logo, and iPhone are 
trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the 
U.S. and other countries. App Store is a 
service mark of Apple Inc. Android and 
Google Play are trademarks of Google Inc.


